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Abstract

Background: The reflective journal, a tool in students’ learning that helps student reflecting on and store their clinical learning in their memory. It also helps in better understanding of clinical practice as well as understanding of what they experienced and learned, provided the clinical instructors are not available for every student all the times. The outcome increases the confidence of the students and facilitates the ability of the instructor to customize clinical experiences for individual students based on their learning gaps.

Method: Reflective journals of 40 nursing students from fall and spring 2013-2014 assigned to their Obstetric (OB) clinical placement were analyzed. Of them, 12 were interviewed face-to-face and were asking to relay their experiences in the parturient units, labor and delivery, antepartum, and neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). Interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. A qualitative phenomenological approach was used to explore the basic social process, which attempts to transcend student nurses’ experience regarding clinical reflection as a continual process and move it from a description of what is happening to an understanding of the process by which it happens.

Findings: The findings of this study have the potential to contribute new knowledge concerning the process of experiential learning using reflection. Through reflection, nursing students in their obstetric clinical rotations demonstrated progress towards professional nursing status by developing confidence, and knowledge in nursing.

Conclusion: Reflective journals as an educational strategy for facilitating learning in the extent of practice setting, and level of reflection achieved. Maternal-child nursing student was the participant in the process of his/her own clinical experience in various areas in the OB clinical unit. Reflective journaling also facilitates the nursing students’ learning and progress towards building confidence and knowledge, which are main components in providing quality of care.

Introduction

Nursing student’s reflective journaling has become established as a significant part of deep nursing practice, and vital to the concept of learning from experience. Statements are made in the reflective practice literature of the capacity for reflective journaling to develop the writer’s critical thinking and analytical abilities, which contribute to their development as professionals, enable creativity and unique connections to be made between different sets of information, and to contribute to new knowledge about issues. All of these are qualities to be anticipated in confident students. Therefore, all of these study considers the descriptions of reflective journaling and its use within qualitative research as a method in its own right, as a data source and as an analytical process references.

The aims of the current study were to analyze reflective journals written by nursing students while enrolled in the maternal-child nursing course at Sam Houston State University (SHSU) during fall, 2013 and spring, 2014 as well as to examine the use of reflective journals as an educational strategy for facilitating learning in the practice setting; and extent and level of reflection achieved.

The study was focused on the maternal and newborn experience of reflection within the Obstetric (OB) unit accessed by nursing students, in the clinical unit. Through an interpretive and descriptive approach, the organizational and contextual impact upon teaching and learning interactions and the use of reflection therein has been explored. Data has been collected from written reflection and interviews of nursing student’s experiences during clinical rotation in the OB unit (antepartum, postpartum, labor and delivery, and neonatal intensive care unit).

The reflective journal, a tool in students’ learning that helps student reflecting on and store their clinical learning in their memory. It also helps in better understanding of clinical practice as well as understanding of what they experienced and learned, provided the clinical instructors are not available for every student all the times. The outcome increases the confidence of the students and facilitates the ability of the instructor to customize clinical experiences for individual students based on their learning gaps.

Review of the Literature

Reflective journal writing has frequently been used in nursing and other health care fields as an educational approach to promote reflection and learning outcomes. Studies on evaluate its use as a teaching strategy for nursing students in the Obstetric and related units are scarce.
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Reflective learning is of particular significance to the education of nursing students as it inspires them to integrate theory and practice and through reflective writing, turns every experience into a new prospective learning experience [1]. The nursing literature focuses the need to promote the concept of reflective practice to assist students in reflection of their experiences [2-6]. Many studies, demonstrate various approaches to the use reflective writing to teach nursing concepts. These approaches include the use of reflective diaries or journals [5,7,8] and the use of reflection within group discussion. Most of the literature relating to these approaches however is anecdotal in nature. The requirement to develop increasingly self-aware or self-reflective in practice is strongly encouraged.

A number of challenges including the effects of market instabilities and government-led social and health care methods have influence health care with a goal of improving health outcomes for clients. There is an acknowledgement that constant change is now an ongoing feature of health care delivery. Nursing students are expected to be able to respond to changes in the nursing profession with flexibility. According to Williams et al. [9] major changes in attitudes and practices are required in order to work confidently and to maintain professional growth as professional nurses. The researchers [9] believed that the motivation to learn from reflective processes has the potential to enhance and educate the practical learning experience and can aid the nursing students in labeling and recognizing their thoughts, actions, and it is resulting impact in a given situation.

Within nursing there has presently been an evolving awareness of the way students learn. Nursing students’ encounter situations within practice and need flexible ways of responding to and learning from these situations. It has been acknowledged in the literature that it is essential for practicum experiences in nursing education to be a central component of education for quality learning McCaugney, [10]; Mouniford and Rogers [11]. Without this emphasis on practicum it is unlikely that the skills required for proficient practice will be developed. It is therefore, essential that approaches that facilitate learning through practice be considered. The need for a tool, which experts can use to facilitate learning through practice, is vital. One such tool, which may support quality learning through practice, is reflection.

Two thousand, nine hundred and eight registered nurses (including part-time workers) participated in the study, all of whom were working at the 11 subject hospitals and all of whom had three or more years career experience.

According to Mezirow [12] critical reflection involves the scrutiny of previously held views or perceptions by reflecting back on prior learning in demand to assess the validity of these assumptions within a new situation. Schön [7] has argued that student nurses must modify their clinical practice to becoming more reflective so that they may meet the essentials needs of their patients. He also mentions that the rules or theories need to maintain to guide nursing student’s use and practice may be effective at times, given to each patient or as a unique situation. There are no pre-set solutions to real life problems. Nursing students need develop their worldview of nursing [7]. Therefore, the challenge for educators is to help individual learner’s process everyday clinical situations in a competent manner to become independent student nurses while developing expert clinical judgment.

Reflection has been identified as an effective learning strategy that can assist nursing students to become independent with sound clinical judgment [5,7,13,14]. However, Schön [7] has argued that traditional nursing schools are not preparing students for confident in real life situations. He claims that the educational preparation of nursing professionals should be centered on enhancing the nursing student’s ability to reflect since it can facilitate the integration of theory and practice [15]. A number of recent experimental studies by Clarke, James, and Kelly [5,16]; Wong et al.,[1] and Jasper [17] conclude that the nursing profession has embraced reflection as a teaching and learning method. Nursing student’s reflection used as a teaching and learning tool to improve nursing practice through the advancement of their ability to contextualize knowledge with flexibility to meet patients’ needs. This involves the student being able to think clearly, to reason and to use effective problem-solving approaches in the practical situations. Problem solving demands that the student nurse thinks critically about the knowledge needed in practice to provide quality care.

The difficulty of the nursing situation is assessed critically and intuitively and situational knowledge grounded in practical experiences is accessed to solve context-bound situations. This is what is known as professional practice [18]. Also, the author mentions that clinical experiences are in continual learning with the context of the nursing situation by analyzing, reviewing, grasping, and interacting with it. There is further reviewing their intentions and refining their actions. He points out those nursing students have a depth of personal knowledge and insights that may not be demanded of other occupations [18]. Nursing actions are developed and may then practice when nursing experiences are examined through reflection. The nursing student becomes aware of the various components of an experience that helps them to integrate the knowledge, which forms the basis of professional practice.

The writing of a journal as a means of promoting reflection and learning in educational settings has been encouraged [8,13,19-21]. There is an association between the skills required for journal writing and that for reflection. These skills include open-mindedness, motivation, self-awareness, ability to describe and observe, as well as critically analyze, problem solve, synthesize and evaluate [14]. As a result, some advocate for the development and use of a tool to support reflective writing to enhance the qualities and skills required for reflection. Reflective journal writing was also introduced into different courses where the researchers are employed, as a tool to promote reflection in learning and as a form of self-evaluation of students’ learning. Students’ comments on the evaluation of their usefulness have been variable. Some students are more easily able to perform reflective writing and demonstrate higher-level learning benefiting them more than those who find the process challenging.

The researchers have therefore become increasingly interested in the role of journal writing in promoting reflection and learning in nursing students. There is some evidence to suggest that journals can be used as an effective tool to promote reflection; however, there is scope for further evaluation of their role in relation to their effectiveness [1,22]. The current study was involved nursing students who were assigned in antepartum, postpartum, labor and delivery, and NICU unit and have used a reflective journal as a tool to promote reflection during a fifteen-week semester. While undertaking a number of the clinical assignments as part of these programs, the students benefit from a shared learning experience, as a number of assigned units, which are common to both pathways. The nursing students have variable years of experience and attend the clinical education setting one day each week in order to undertake their studies.

Definitions of Reflection

The absence of a clear definition of reflection is apparent within the literature [12,19,23]. Schön [7] defines clinical reflection in terms of action, both as reflection-in-action, where a student reflects on his/her own experience during clinical practice by challenging and clarifying problems. Where-as, reflection-on-action occurs after the clinical experience where the student critically examines what has been done and learns about what work and what did not work. This reflection-on-action is similar to what Emden [4] believes to be the kind of action that allows for effective problem solving and learning taking place. Dewey further describes reflection as a learning loop frequently feeding back and forth between the experience and relationships being gathered. Foster & Greenwood [6] described the experiential learning sequence, which begins with a concrete experience followed by observation and reflection. The reflective observations are translated into a theory for use in future experience. In addition, learning is both an experiential and a reflective process, in which observations and reflections are interpreted and integrated into cognitive processes to become new, or expanded as wholes [6].

In addition, Schön [7] defines clinical reflection in terms of action, both as reflection-in-action, where a student reflects on his/her own experience were developing and challenging clarifications when they encounter problems in clinical practice, and reflection-on-action, where a student looks back at what has been done and, through reflecting on it learns lessons from what did or did not work. This reflection-on-action is similar to what Foster and Greenwood [6] believes to be the kind of action that allows effective problem solving to take place and he also suggests that it improves the effectiveness of learning. Foster and Greenwood [6] also describes it as a learning loop, frequently feeding back and forth between the experience and relationships being gathered. Cameron and Mitchell [8] described the experiential learning sequence, which begins with a concrete experience followed by observation and reflection. The reflective observations are translated into a theory for use in future experience. In addition, learning is both an experiential and a reflective process, in which observations and reflections are interpreted and integrated into cognitive processes to become new, or expanded as wholes [20].

Boud et al. [13] defined reflection as a generic term for those intellectual and affective activities in which individuals engage to explore their experiences on order to lead to new understanding and appreciations. [13]. However, Leino-Kilpi [15] suggest that reflective learning is the process of internally examining and exploring an issue of concern, triggered by and experience, which creates and clarifies meaning in terms of self, and which results in a changed perspective. Also, Mezirow[12] defined reflective thought as active, persistent and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and the further evidence by which the reliability and worth of a belief can be established so as to justify its acceptance [12].

It was clear from the latter two subsequent definitions that the authors understand the processes of reflection as involving the nature, and the outcome of reflection as a changed theoretical perspective. A number of other author’s definitions were less clear although most acknowledge an active element to the reflective process [4,17]. These authors also adopt that reflective practice founded in action to bring about deliverance and authorization primarily for the individual, but also influence the practice of others, through nurse-patient interactions, clinical decision-making and ethical debate. However, other authors [12,14] definition does not include the individual, and while they states that reflective practice is a potential learning situation that does not indicate that it necessarily results in a changed conceptual perspective. What all these authors have in common, however, is that they discuss the processes of reflection.

Methods

Reflective journals of 40 nursing students from fall and spring 2013-2014 assigned to their Obstetric (OB) clinical placement were analyzed. Of them, 12 were interviewed face-to-face and were asking to relay their experiences in the postpartum units, labor and delivery, antepartum, and neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). Interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim [24]. The following questions were addressed: (1) Discuss the process you used to develop your reflective writing? (2) What were the benefits if any to you in writing the reflective journal during your maternal-child clinical experience? (3) Could you talk about development of your ability and performance in maternal-child nursing as you progressed through the semester? (4) Do you think that reflective journaling had any impact on your experience?

Reflective journals and interviews were analyzed using qualitative content analysis. Qualitative content analysis is an interpretive process, focusing on subject and context, and dealing with differences and similarities between, and within, parts of the text. It is a systematic method of analyzing written or verbal communication [25], which is useful in the analyses of a person’s experiences, reflections, and attitudes.

Data analysis

A qualitative phenomenological approach [26] was used to explore the basic social process, which attempts to transcend nursing students’ experience regarding clinical reflection as a continual process and move it from a description of what is happening to an understanding of the process by which it happens. The authors reviewed significant statements that explicated from 40 reflective journals and the nursing students’ interview transcripts were then reread several times to obtain a sense of their respective meanings. Ways related to the participants’ experiences of reflection through practice were then extracted and brought together in to a single text. From this, meaning units, each comprising several words, sentences, or paragraphs related to each other through their statements were condensed and labeled with numbers. The numbers and meaning units were interpreted in context, matched for differences and similarities, and abstracted to build tentative subthemes comprising recurrent threads of meaning [27].

Results

The study findings have the potential to contribute new knowledge concerning the process of experiential learning using reflection. Through reflection, nursing students in their obstetric clinical rotations demonstrated progress towards professional nursing status by developing confidence, and knowledge in nursing.

The reflection is continuously to enable the nursing students to tell their stories of what experience they have had in the clinical practice [28]. Nursing students tell their stories intensely because these experiences develop as significant for them in confident and knowledgeable approach. Nursing students have recognize, challenge, and determine the conflicts between what the actual practice achieved.
Clinical setting was also indication of one of the important factors that could strongly affect, positively or negatively in the process of confidence development in the nursing students. Clinical setting, both physical and emotional, was recognized in this study as being important to the development of nursing students' confidence. Factors such as rapid change due to the introduction of new technology or working in a highly specialized unit with a variety of equipment (e.g., operating room-C/section) require student to do or/and perform their best to become confident. However, working in obstetric units, in teaching hospitals where most hands-on jobs are performed by registered nurses, and license vocational nurses were seen as providing less chance for confidence development for nursing students. Many students have similar statements were working in a labor and delivery and postpartum unit stated: "I have no authority, I have to call assigned registered nurse for everything even doing a ambulating of a post surgery C-section patient".

However, those participants who assigned in the Obstetric antepartum unit believed these settings were more appropriate for confidence and knowledge development because there were no instructors with them, and no enough registered nurses in these settings; so they had to learn whatever a License Vocational Nurses (LVNs) must do. In addition, the emphasis on effectiveness in these settings, sometimes nursing student assigned to work in different areas in a rotating manner, enabling them to be familiar with many different procedures in different units. One student said: " . . . in this settings we have to rotate in different units and this made us familiar with different procedures".

Units' setting as communicated by participants could have an impact on their nursing confidence development. Working in different settings (clinical rotation) where there was mutual respect, support, and trust from preceptors who valued, motivated and provided supportive relationships could fulfill nursing students' self-actualization needs. Furthermore, keeping of nursing improvement effective, providing a natural and pleasant working environment, and subsequently inspire nursing students to a greater readiness for learning and taking roles and responsibilities are significantly contributed in the development of students confidence. Usually, this setting could be best found in university-affiliated hospitals units in particular. In such settings, there were numerous learning opportunities combined with constructive scientific discussion provided by attending physicians and students of different disciplines. One student who was assigned in the NICU stated: "here in contrast to Labor and Delivery or postpartum unit, I am comfortable everything is nice here, I loved it". We work alongside pleasant nurses from different disciplines and ask each other everything we don't know".

The value of personal characteristics such as curiosity, and readiness to know more about anything relating to working in the clinical area, willingness to ask questions or to get help, and involvement in any activities that could increase professional abilities were seen as important personal characteristics that influence confidence development in nursing students. Many students stated, "if I don't know something, I will ask from everyone who could help me doctors, co-students or even auxiliary nurses. I think that's mystrength." Another student stated: "I haven't turned down any work that has been offered to me so far. I have accepted it all. I've realized it will all be a learning experience". Some student nurses stated: "I ask for help when I need it but at the same time, you know, I can use my own initiative. I can get on with things on my own. I don't need a great deal of guidance."
The importance of the above-mentioned factors in confidence development has been cited in the literature. Jonsen et al., [29] acknowledged the value of having confidence and commitment, which ultimately affect the learner's motivation to learn in the clinical practice, and Ganzer and Zanderer [31] suggested "lifelong learning requires nurses to depend on themselves to learn what is needed to enhance their confidence and knowledge after graduation" (p. 246).

Data revealed that the nursing students in the current study prioritized patients' benefits over their own self-interest, which could be interpreted as their commitment to the clinical practice. This in turn increased their eagerness to improve their clinical confidence and knowledge. Two students said, "I think the patient is more important than my self-importance". According to Jonsen et al. [29], commitment to the importance of the clinical setting is a primary factor that affects the extent to which professionals are positive in taking advantage of available learning opportunities.

The findings of this current study suggest that nursing student's confidence and knowledge develop during a gradual process and requires patience and deliberation. The constant interaction process that emerged from this study indicates that nursing students need to take an active role in their own confidence development if the efforts they employ in this way are to be successful. Meanwhile, the study has generated a substantive theory that can provide useful insights into the reality of the confidence development process within the nursing profession. This theory, if confirmed in further testing, could enable preceptors and educators to have a new perspective on this important phenomenon. This could enable them to create new plans for the development of clinical confidence and knowledge for nursing students that eventually could result in better patient care and improved standards of nursing.

Discussion

The important significance of findings in this current study are the level where confidence and knowledge increase into place, which appears in reflection, filled with challenges that appeal to the nursing students. These include sensitivity towards their development of confidence and their needs for interconnecting theory and practice to build their knowledge. Confidence and knowledge meet in a productive collaboration in of positive response that offers appealing challenges. The nursing student then has the courage to dare to progress in his/her caring and learning process. In knowledge, it is possible to face up to exhilarating challenges. Appealing challenges, such as taking more responsibility and gaining greater independence, help to integrate students' confidence and knowledge. A new understanding and confirmation of thoughts and actions are revealed in an experience containing reaction, conversation and reflection. Statements, responses, both verbatim and through body language, provide guidance about confidence and knowledge. The desire to develop in a new role as a nursing student in the Obstetric unit encourages them to make progress and accept the challenges. The drive to find one's own personal style is supported in an experience where this desire is understood, where there is opportunity for developing independence and where the possibility for providing care supports the learning. A clinical reflection can thus be seen as one that is flexible, from providing a secure foundation to providing the opportunity for increasing the nursing student's responsibility and independence on the way to finding a new role and personal style. The following themes confidence and knowledge find a new role; further explicate the meaning of the phenomenon.

Conclusion

Reflective journal is an educational strategy for facilitating learning in the extent of practice setting, and level of reflection achieved. Maternal-child nursing student was the participant in the process of his/her own clinical experience in various areas in the OB clinical unit. Reflective journaling also facilitates the nursing students' learning and progress towards building confidence and knowledge, which are main components in providing quality of care.
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